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ON i/£ n -INVARIANT CONES OF MATRICES WITH SMALL STABLE RANKS
Introduction and preliminaries
Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, let n be a fixed non-negative integer, and let M. n stand for the set of all (n x n)-matrices whose terms are elements of F. The general linear group QC n = {U eM n I U is invertible} acts on M. n by the conjugation. It is quite interesting and not very easy to characterize all the algebraic subsets of M. n which are invariant under the action of QCn by the conjugation (shortly: which are QC n -invariant).
Gerstenhaber gave a characterization of i/£ n -invariant algebraic sets of nilpotent matrices in terms of rank functions (see [Gl] ). Kraft and Procesi proved that all the i?£ n -invariant irreducible algebraic sets of nilpotent matrices are normal (see [KP] ). Eisenbud and Saltman defined and studied so called rank varieties (see [ES] ); the class of rank varieties contains both the classes of determinantal varieties and of <?£ n -invariant irreducible algebraic sets of nilpotent matrices. They also studied sets of zeroes of coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. Weyman continued Eisenbud and Saltman's work on the rank varieties (see [W] ).
Let us remark that all the above mentioned ¿/¿"-invariant algebraic sets of matrices are cones (a set £ C M. n is a cone if F£ C £) and let us point out that all of them are normal. The following less general problem seems to make sense: Characterize all the £/£ n -invariant algebraic sub-cones of M. n . Let us note the nice fact that if F = C, the field of complex numbers, then each analytic sub-cone of M. n is an algebraic set (see [L] ).
Numerous authors study linear spaces of matrices satisfying some conditions on rank or on spectrum (see [BCh] For an integer fceN such that 0 < k <n we define
For a matrix A 6 M n and an integer I such that 1 < / < n we define sj (A) to be the sum of all the size I principal minors of A. The function Sj : M n -• F is a QC n -invariant homogeneous polynomial of degree I. It is not hard to verify that is a {/¿"-invariant irreducible algebraic cone of dimension n(n -1) + k and that its radical ideal is generated by the polynomials si with k + 1 < Z < n.
We define #E to be the cardinality of a set E (notice that for an infinite set E we shall write #E = oo). Gerstenhaber (in [Gl] ) characterized C/£ n -invariant algebraic sub-cones of <S°. The characterization can be adapted to (/¿"-invariant algebraic sub--cones of <S* (see [S2] ).
The present note has three purposes: to prove known basic properties of rank varieties using information about conjugacy classes of nilpotent matrices, to characterize £/£ n -invariant irreducible algebraic sub-cones of (which seems to give some ideas concerning the general characterization of i/£ n -invariant algebraic cones), and to present some results on the linear capacity of these sub-cones.
On basic properties of rank varieties
Let r : N -> N be a rank function. We define the rank variety X r C M r (o) by X r = {A e Mr(0) I r A * r}.
Observe that all the <S*'s are rank varieties.
For p e 1Z such that p(p(0)) = 0 we define M{p) € -Mp(o) to be the nilpotent matrix in the Jordan canonical form satisfying condition TM( p ) = P (we assume that the blocks of a nilpotent matrix in the Jordan canonical form are ordered with respect to their sizes, with the biggest one in the upper left corner of the matrix). For a positive integer j, the matrix M(p)
The Jordan partition of a nilpotent matrix A € M. n is a finite sequence (li)i~i of non-negative integers, with U equal to the size of the ith block of the Jordan canonical form of A whenever i is not greater than the number of all the blocks, and to 0 whenever i is greater than the number of all the blocks. The conjugate of a Jordan partition (i»)" =1 is the finite sequence (Pj)j = I with Vj = #{I G N | U > j}. THEOREM 1.1. Let r : N -> N be a rank function. Then:
Proof. We set m = r(0), q = r(m), and
We shall prove equality (i) by induction with respect to q. Let us note that by [ES, Lemma 1.1], y p is an irreducible quasi-algebraic set for all p G 71.
If q = 0, then X r is a set of nilpotent matrices and y r = 0(M(r)) (see [SI, Proposition 4] ). Therefore, in this case, (t) is just a formulation of Gerstenhaber's theorem on closures of conjugacy classes of nilpotent matrices (see [Gl] and [H, Theorem 3.10]). 
¿/¿"-invariant irreducible algebraic cones of matrices with small stable ranks
For A € M n such that r A (n) = 2 we set Now, we focus our attention on the closures of the cones over the conjugacy classes of matrices whose stable rank is equal to 2. Proof. Let H stand for part (i) main equality right hand side. It is evident that 7i contains no matrix of stable rank equal to 1. Moreover, by Gerstenhaber's theorem on closures of conjugacy classes and Lemma 2.1, if B € 7i is such that rfi(n) = 2, then B € F0(A) (the assumption on A works here). In consequence, H = FO(A) U {B e H | B is nilpotent}.
Obviously, {B e H | B is nilpotent} = 0(M(a))
. By the definition of Ti, the dimension of its arbitrary irreducible component is equal to n dim X rA -1 = n 2 -1 -^p 2 , i=i where pj = ta(j -1) -rx(j) (see Theorem 1.1). At the same time, 0 (M(a) ) is an irreducible set of dimension n 2 -2 -J2j=iPj < dim7i (see [KP, (1. 3)] and the proof of Theorem 1.1). Thus we obtain
which completes the proof of part (i) main equality. Now, it is easy to see that there is a matrix
Since £(Aq) = n, the equality of part (ii) immediately follows from the main equality of (i).
• Let r € 11 be such that r(0) = n -2 and r(n -2) = 0. From now we shall study FO(A) for A = M(r) © I 2 (i. e. for r A (n) = 2, £(A) = 1, and rank {A - §tr(A)) = n -2). By Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.3, F0{A) is not a hypersurface in X T +2 and (*) F0{A) C{B6 * r+2 | [tr(B)] 2 = 4S 2 (B), rank (B-^tr (B)) < n-2}.
We are able to compute the dimension of FC3(A). Since A is not a nilpotent matrix, we have dimFO
. It is well known that dimC?(A) = codim^n C{A), where
Using the formula for the dimension of the conjugacy class of a nilpotent matrix (see [KP, (1. 3)]), we obtain
where (Pj^Zi € N n-2 is the conjugate of the Jordan partition of M(r). Furthermore, let us notice that the inclusion (*) is strict in general. Indeed, let T stand for the inclusion right hand side, let I=M(r)©[j \ and let a € TZ be defined as in the statement of Theorem 2.3. Moreover, we assume that rank (A) < n -2. In this case, (the set of all the nilpotent matrices belonging to the closure of the cone over the conjugacy class of a matrix whose stable rank is equal to 2 is a hypersurface in this closure), which leads to a contradiction. Thus T ^ F0(A). Nevertheless, if n = 2, then A = I 2 and F0(A) = FI 2 = T.
It seems to be worth noticing here that the above characterization immediately implies that all the ^jC2-invaria,nt irreducible algebraic sub-cones of M.2 are either linear subspaces or complete intersections of codimension not greater than 2 with the unique singular point (in particular they are normal).
The linear capacity
For a set £ C M. n such that £ is irreducible we define the linear capacity A(£) e N U {-oo} by the formula A(£) = max{dim£ | C is a linear subspace of M. n , C C £}.
Let us note that in terms of linear capacity, Gerstenhaber's generalized theorem on linear spaces of nilpotent matrices (see [G2] and [BCh, Theo- We shall give a formula for the linear capacity of the closures of the cones over the conjugacy classes of non-nilpotent matrices whose stable ranks do not exceed 2. = \ dim 0{BQ). Now we consider the case (i). It is clear that Bo £ 0(M(cr) ), where <j = max{p € TZ | />(0) = n, p(n) = 0, p < r A }. Therefore,
(see the proof of Theorem 1.1). Finally, we obtain n-q dim £ < 1 + A(O(B 0 )) < 1 + ^ " 9 " J^Pj)-
j=1
We are going to consider the case (ii). In this case n-2
(see the previous section ending). In consequence, ¿=1 and finally, j=i j=1
In both the cases (i) and (ii), if all the elements of £ are nilpotent matrices, then dim£ also satisfies the appropriate inequality. The desired upper estimates for A(V) follow. Let us focus our attention on the case (i) with q = 2. Let fi € F* satisfy condition (1 + fi) 2 = where G F* is defined as in the previous section. By Gerstenhaber's generalized theorem on linear spaces, there is a linear subspace /C C 0(M(ta -2)) such that dimK = A(0{M{r A -2))) = i [(n -2) 2 -gp 2 ]. where M( n -2)x2 stands for the set of all the ((n -2) x 2)-matrices whose terms are elements of F and 02 X (n-2) is the zero (2 x (n -2))-matrix, is a linear subspace of M. n contained in V (by Theorem 2.3) and such that dim if = dim AT + In -2 = -(n 2 -]Tp 2 ).
3=1
Since dim£ is equal to the previously obtained upper estimate for A(V), the desired equality in the case (i) with q = 2 follows. Considering an analogously defined subspace, we obtain the desired equality in the case (i) with g = l. Finally, in the case (ii), we consider the linear subspace where ail the notations sire as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
